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Windows Command Line for Administration for Windows, Windows Server 2012 and Windows
Server 2012 R2
Portable and precise, this pocket-sized guide delivers ready answers for administering storage, security, and networking
features in Windows Server 2012 R2. Zero in on core tasks through quick-reference tables, instructions, and lists. You'll get
the focused information you need to save time and get the job done - whether at your desk or in the field. Coverage
includes: Managing file systems and drives Configuring storage Data sharing Managing TCP/IP networking Running DHCP
clients and servers Optimizing DNS Administering network printers and print services Security, compliance, and auditing
Backup and recovery
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Windows Server 2016: The Administrator's Reference
Get the practical, pocket-sized guide for IT professionals who need to administer, maintain, and optimize SQL Server 2008.
Written by award-winning author William Stanek, this portable reference delivers essential details for using SQL Server
2008 to help protect and manage your company s data whether automating tasks, creating indexes and views, performing
backups and recovery, replicating transactions, tuning performance, managing server activity, importing and exporting
data, or performing other key tasks. Featuring quick-reference tables, lists, and step-by-step instructions, this handy, onestop guide provides fast, accurate answers on the spot whether you re at your desk or in the field! Key Book Benefits
Provides fast facts and immediate reference for administering SQL Server 2008 Delivers must-know details for taking
advantage of the improved scalability, security features, and management tools in SQL Server 2008 Features concise
tables, easy-to-scan lists, and step-by-step instructions for fast answers, wherever you need them.

Windows 7 Administrator's Pocket Consultant
How to Cheat at Windows Systems Administrators using Command Line Scripts teaches system administrators hundreds of
powerful, time-saving tips for automating daily system administration tasks using Windows command line scripts. With
every new version of Windows, Microsoft is trying to ease the administration jobs by adding more and more layers of
graphical user interface (GUI) or configuration wizards (dialog boxes). While these ‘wizards’ are interactive and make the
administrator’s job easier, they are not always the most convenient and efficient way to accomplish the everyday
administration tasks. These wizards are time consuming and, at times, may seem a bit confusing. The purpose of the book
is to teach administrators how to use command-line scripts to complete everyday administration jobs, solve recurring
network problems and at the same time improve their efficiency. Provides system administrators with hundreds of tips,
tricks, and scripts to complete administration tasks more quickly and efficiently. No direct competition for a core tool for
Windows administrators. Builds on success of other books in the series including How to Cheat at Managing Windows Small
Business Server 2003 and How to Cheat at Managing Microsoft Operations Manager 2005.

Windows 7 and Vista Guide to Scripting, Automation, and Command Line Tools
Now updated for Windows Server 2008 R2, this practical, portable guide delivers ready answers for the day-to-day
administration of Windows Server 2008. It includes coverage of Windows Server 2008 R2 enhancements, including Hyper-V
with Live Migration, Direct Access Infrastructure, Branch Cache, Windows PowerShell 2.0, the new Active Directory console,
and more. Zero in on core support and administration tasks using quick-reference tables, instructions, and lists. You ll get
the focused information you need to solve problems and get the job done whether at your desk or in the field! Get fast facts
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to: Set up server roles and deploy Windows Server 2008 Configure and maintain Active Directory Create user and group
accounts; control rights and permissions Manage file systems, drives, and RAID arrays Configure TCP/IP networking and
DHCP and DNS clients and servers Troubleshoot printers and print servers Monitor and tune network performance Prepare a
disaster plan; back up and restore servers

How to Cheat at Windows System Administration Using Command Line Scripts
Windows Server 2012 R2 Pocket Consultant Volume 2
Portable and precise, this pocket-sized guide delivers ready answers for administering your Server Core installation. Zero in
on essential support and maintenance tasks using quick-reference tables, instructions, and lists. You’ll get the focused
information you need to solve problems and get the job done—whether at your desk or in the field! Get fast facts to: Plan
your installation and perform initial configuration Deploy server roles and features Set up Active Directory Domain Services
and domain controllers Install, manage, and troubleshoot DHCP and DNS servers Manage IIS 7.0 roles, services, and
dependencies Implement File, Print, Hyper-V, streaming media, and other roles Administer services, devices, and processes
from the command line Configure and use remote-management tools Monitor, update, and maintain Server Core

Windows® Command-Line Administrators Pocket Consultant
Windows XP Pocket Reference is a handy book for power users and system administrators who need a solid reference with
quick answers, but not a lot of explanation. This book is a powerful tool that quickly covers XP's applications and tools, tasks
and settings, and commands. Windows XP Pocket Reference covers the following topics: Getting Started Mouse and
Keyboard Shortcuts Components of Windows XP Setting Locator Registry Tweaks Command Prompt & Recovery Console
Error Messages Packed with information in an easy-to-read format, Windows XP Pocket Reference is perfect for someone
familiar with Windows who wants to get the most out of Windows XP or needs to support other users as part of their job.

Microsoft Windows Command-line Administrator's Pocket Consultant
Portable and precise, this pocket-sized guide delivers immediate answers for the day-to-day administration of Windows
7—from desktop configuration and management to networking and security issues. Zero in on core support and
maintenance tasks by using quick-reference tables, instructions, and lists. You’ll get the precise information you need to
solve problems and get the job done—whether at your desk or in the field!
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Linux Pocket Guide
Windows administrators can accomplish many of their routine tasks much more quickly by using the command line (similar
to the command line of DOS or Unix-based systems) than by going through the graphical user interface that most users
associate with Windows.Windows 20000 Commands Pocket Reference documents the Windows command mode. It's
designed for system administrators, but will also be valuable to many users. It includes most available Windows 2000
commands, as well as the most useful system administration command-line utilities from the Resource Kit. Weeded out of
this book are Windows commands and command options that are obscure, obsolete, broken, unacceptably insecure, or
frankly inadvisable, as well a few special-purpose classes of commands. Whenever several utilities perform essentially
identical tasks, we include only the best of them.Commands are grouped according to their purpose and function; within a
group, commands are arranged alphabetically. Options for each command are grouped by function and ordered by
importance.The Windows 2000 Commands Pocket Reference complements Windows 2000 Administration in a Nutshell by
conveying the kind of no-nonsense, boiled-down information typical of O'Reilly's highly successful companion Pocket
Reference series. It's a valuable, concise reference to Windows 2000 commands and command-line utilities.

Windows Server 2008 Inside Out
O'Reilly's Pocket Guides have earned a reputation as inexpensive, comprehensive, and compact guides that have the stuff
but not the fluff. Every page of Linux Pocket Guide lives up to this billing. It clearly explains how to get up to speed quickly
on day-to-day Linux use. Once you're up and running, Linux Pocket Guide provides an easy-to-use reference that you can
keep by your keyboard for those times when you want a fast, useful answer, not hours in the man pages. Linux Pocket
Guide is organized the way you use Linux: by function, not just alphabetically. It's not the 'bible of Linux; it's a practical and
concise guide to the options and commands you need most. It starts with general concepts like files and directories, the
shell, and X windows, and then presents detailed overviews of the most essential commands, with clear examples. You'll
learn each command's purpose, usage, options, location on disk, and even the RPM package that installed it. The Linux
Pocket Guide is tailored to Fedora Linux--the latest spin-off of Red Hat Linux--but most of the information applies to any
Linux system. Throw in a host of valuable power user tips and a friendly and accessible style, and you'll quickly find this
practical, to-the-point book a small but mighty resource for Linux users.

Active Directory Administrator's Pocket Consultant
The perfect companion to any book on Windows Server 2008 or Windows 7, and the quickest way to access critical
information Focusing just on the essentials of command-line interface (CLI), Windows Command-Line Administration Instant
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Reference easily shows how to quickly perform day-to-day tasks of Windows administration without ever touching the
graphical user interface (GUI). Specifically designed for busy administrators, Windows Command-Line Administration Instant
Reference replaces many tedious GUI steps with just one command at the command-line, while concise, easy to access
answers provide solutions on the spot. Provides practical examples, step-by-step instructions, and contextual information
Quick-reference style delivers the commands needed for managing data and the network; working with Active Directory;
performing diagnostics and maintenance; and, creating batch files and scripts Covers administration for Windows Server
2008 Server Core, Windows Server 2008 (including R2), and Windows 7 Administrators can get more done in less time with
CLI than they can with the standard GUI. Compact enough to keep on hand at all times, Windows Command-Line
Administration Instant Reference provides administrators with a convenient, fast and simple way to use CLI.

Windows Server 2008 Server Core Administrator's Pocket Consultant
Learn how to conquer Windows Server 2008—from the inside out! Designed for system administrators, this definitive
resource features hundreds of timesaving solutions, expert insights, troubleshooting tips, and workarounds for
administering Windows Server 2008—all in concise, fast-answer format. You will learn how to perform upgrades and
migrations, automate deployments, implement security features, manage software updates and patches, administer users
and accounts, manage Active Directory directory services, and more. With INSIDE OUT, you’ll discover the best and fastest
ways to perform core administrative tasks, with an award-winning format that makes it easy to find exactly the tips,
troubleshooting solutions, and workarounds you need. Plus, the companion CD comes packed with a fully searchable eBook
and more than 100 timesaving tools and scripts. With INSIDE OUT, you get all muscle and no fluff! For customers who
purchase an ebook version of this title, instructions for downloading the CD files can be found in the ebook.

Microsoft Internet Security and Acceleration (ISA) Server 2004 Administrator's Pocket
Consultant
Here’s the utterly practical, pocket-sized reference for IT professionals who support Microsoft Exchange Server 2007, now
updated for the new features in Service Pack 1 (SP1). This unique guide provides essential details for using this nextgeneration messaging and collaboration platform to deliver better performance, interoperability, and end-user experience.
Written by award-winning author and technology expert William Stanek, this POCKET CONSULTANT puts expert advice for
installation, migration, administration, and troubleshooting right at your fingertips. Featuring quick-reference tables,
concise lists, and step-by-step instructions, this handy, one-stop guide provides fast, accurate answers on the
spot—whether you’re at your desk or in the field!
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Windows Server 2008 Administrator's Pocket Consultant
Portable and precise, this pocket-sized guide delivers ready answers for the day-to-day administration of Group Policy. Zero
in on core support and maintenance tasks using quick-reference tables, instructions, and lists. You’ll get the focused
information you need to solve problems and get the job done—whether at your desk or in the field! Get fast facts to:
Configure Local GPOs and Active Directory-based GPOs Manage policy preferences and settings Model policy changes
through the console Migrate and maintain the SYSVOL Diagnose and troubleshoot replication issues Know when to enforce,
block, or override inheritance Filter policy settings, search GPOs, and manage permissions Use Advanced Group Policy
Management, including change control Manage operating system-specific deployment issues

Windows XP Pocket Reference
Portable and precise, this pocket-sized guide delivers ready answers for core configuration and administrative tasks in
Windows Server 2012 R2. Zero in on the essentials through quick-reference tables, instructions, and lists. You'll get the
focused information you need to save time and get the job done - whether at your desk or in the field. Coverage includes:
Administration overview Managing servers running Windows Server 2012 R2 Monitoring services, processes, and events
Automating administrative tasks, policies, and procedures Enhancing computer security Using Active Directory Core Active
Directory administration Creating user and group accounts Managing existing user and group accounts

Windows 7
A guide to Windows 7 is organized by feature, furnishing details on all new features, tools, and enhancements, including the
multimedia, security, search, and data organization capabilities, and offering helpful tips on system setup, upgrading, and
troubleshooting.

Windows Command-Line Administrator's Pocket Consultant
Portable and precise, this pocket-sized guide delivers ready answers for the day-to-day administration of Windows Server
2012. Zero in on core operations and daily tasks using quick-reference tables, instructions, and lists. You’ll get the focused
information to solve problems and get the job done—whether at your desk or in the field. Get fast facts on these essential
topics: Managing servers running Windows Server 2012 Creating user and group accounts Monitoring services, processes,
and events Administering Active Directory Managing files, folders, drives Automating administrative tasks and policies
Administering data sharing, security, and auditing Managing TCP/IP networking Implementing data backup and recovery
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Administering network printers and print services

Windows 2000 Commands Pocket Reference
With more than 250 ready-to-use recipes, this solutions-oriented introduction to the Windows PowerShell scripting
environment and language provides administrators with the tools to be productive immediately.

Windows Server 2012 Pocket Consultant
You've experienced the shiny, point-and-click surface of your Linux computer—now dive below and explore its depths with
the power of the command line. The Linux Command Line takes you from your very first terminal keystrokes to writing full
programs in Bash, the most popular Linux shell. Along the way you'll learn the timeless skills handed down by generations
of gray-bearded, mouse-shunning gurus: file navigation, environment configuration, command chaining, pattern matching
with regular expressions, and more. In addition to that practical knowledge, author William Shotts reveals the philosophy
behind these tools and the rich heritage that your desktop Linux machine has inherited from Unix supercomputers of yore.
As you make your way through the book's short, easily-digestible chapters, you'll learn how to: * Create and delete files,
directories, and symlinks * Administer your system, including networking, package installation, and process management *
Use standard input and output, redirection, and pipelines * Edit files with Vi, the world’s most popular text editor * Write
shell scripts to automate common or boring tasks * Slice and dice text files with cut, paste, grep, patch, and sed Once you
overcome your initial "shell shock," you'll find that the command line is a natural and expressive way to communicate with
your computer. Just don't be surprised if your mouse starts to gather dust. A featured resource in the Linux Foundation's
"Evolution of a SysAdmin"

Windows 7 Portable Command Guide
Portable and precise, this pocket-sized guide delivers ready answers for the day-to-day administration of SQL Server. Zero
in on core support and maintenance tasks using quick-reference tables, instructions, and lists. You’ll get the focused
information you need to save time and get the job done—whether at your desk or in the field! Get fast facts to: Manage SQL
Server services and clients Configure, manage, and tune servers Implement policy-based management Administer security
and access Monitor server activity and tune performance Automate maintenance Perform backups and recovery

Microsoft Exchange Server 2007 Administrator's Pocket Consultant
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Presents step-by-step instructions for a variety of time-saving techniques using the Windows command line, covering such
topics as running commands, using event-logging tools, maintaining network printers, and configuring TCP/IP networking
services.

Microsoft Exchange Server 2010 Administrator's Pocket Consultant
Zero in on core command-line tools and techniques for administration for Windows and Windows Server while learning timesaving ways to extend your operational efficiency and reach over multiple domains and networks. With its comprehensive
overviews, step-by-step procedures, frequently used tasks, and documented examples, this book delivers the fast, accurate
information you need to get the job done whether you’re at your desk or in the field! Designed for anyone who wants to use
Windows Command Line for managing Windows and Windows Server, this book will help you use event-logging tools to
monitor and fine-tune system performance, gain control over disks beyond what you can do from the GUI, maintain network
printers and print services, maintain Active Directory users and groups, and much more. One of the goals is to keep the
content so concise that the book remains compact and easy to navigate while at the same time ensuring that the book is
packed with as much information as possible--making it a valuable resource.

Macintosh Terminal Pocket Guide
Now updated for Windows Server® 2008 and Windows Vista®, this practical, pocket-sized reference delivers ready answers
for using Windows command-line tools to manage multiple clients and servers. It’s packed with hundreds of examples that
show you how to run, use, schedule, and script Windows commands, support tools, and Resource Kit tools—without
touching the GUI. Written by a well-known author of more than two dozen computer books—and featuring easy-to-read
tables, lists, and step-by step instructions—this POCKET CONSULTANT delivers fast, accurate information on the spot.

Microsoft® SQL Server® 2008 Administrator's Pocket Consultant
Portable and precise, this pocket-sized guide delivers immediate answers for the day-to-day administration of Active
Directory in Windows Server 2008. Zero in on core support and maintenance tasks using quick-reference tables,
instructions, and lists. You’ll get the focused information you need to solve problems and get the job done—whether at your
desk or in the field! Get fast facts to: Install forests, domain trees, and child domains Add and remove writable domain
controllers and deploy read-only controllers Configure, maintain, and troubleshoot global catalog servers Maintain directory
and data integrity using operations masters Evaluate sites, subnets, and replication before expanding a network Establish a
trust relationship between domains and between forests Maintain and recover Active Directory Domain Services Employ
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essential command-line utilities

Windows Command Line Administration Instant Reference
Portable and precise, this pocket-sized guide delivers ready answers for automating everyday system-administration tasks
with Windows PowerShell. Zero in on core commands and techniques using quick-reference tables, instructions, and lists.
You’ll get the focused information you need to save time and get the job done—whether at your desk or in the field. Get
fast facts to: Run core cmdlets—singly or in sequence—to streamline daily tasks Execute remote commands and
background jobs Inventory computers; tweak configurations; manage domains Configure server roles, role services, and
features Manage and troubleshoot TCP/IP networking Administer file systems, directories, and print services Implement
security settings, event logs, and auditing Read and write registry values Automate system monitoring and performance
tuning Extend Windows PowerShell with snap-ins and module extensions

Windows PowerShell 2.0 Administrator's Pocket Consultant
Windows Administration at the Command Line for Windows Vista, Windows 2003, Windows
XP, and Windows 2000
Windows® 7 Portable Command Guide MCTS 70-680, and MCITP 70-685 and 70-686 Darril Gibson All the MCTS 70-680, and
MCITP 70-685 and 70-686 Commands in One Compact, Portable Resource Maximize your efficiency as a Windows 7
administrator, and master all the commands, keywords, command arguments, options, and prompts covered on Microsoft’s
MCTS 70-680, MCITP 70-685, and MCITP 70-686 exams! This easy, handy reference brings together all the techniques, tips,
tools, and examples you’ll need. It’s your perfect take-anywhere guide to running Windows 7 environments–and passing
Microsoft’s three key Windows 7 administration exams. Covers all the commands you need to score higher on your MCTS
70-680 and MCITP 70-685/70-686 exams! Use Windows 7’s maintenance and monitoring tools Troubleshoot Windows 7
reliability and network connectivity Manage security in Windows 7 Manipulate files, folders, and disks Create and schedule
batch files Configure Windows 7 with netsh Recover damaged Windows 7 systems Administer Windows 7 remotely Work
from the WMI command line Plan, create, and manage images for automated installation Use Imagex and DISM Work with
WinPE and Setup Migrate user data to Windows 7 systems with USMT Master PowerShell and the Integrated Scripting
Environment (ISE) Manage group policy from the command line Your Perfect Take-Anywhere Windows 7 Command
Resource! Covers all commands on the MCTS 70-680, MCITP 70-685, and MCITP 70-686 exams Includes important
administration commands that aren’t on the exams Packed with realistic scenarios, high-efficiency examples, and expert
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tips Category: Microsoft Certification Covers: Microsoft Windows 7 Exams (MCTS 70-680, and MCITP 70-685 and 70-686)
pearsonITcertification.com

Microsoft Exchange Server 2007 Administrator's Pocket Consultant
Portable and precise, this pocket-sized guide delivers immediate answers for the day-to-day administration of Exchange
Server 2010. Zero in on core support and maintenance tasks using quick-reference tables, instructions, and lists. You’ll get
the focused information you need to solve problems and get the job done—whether you’re at your desk or in the field! Get
fast facts to: Configure and manage Exchange clients Set up users, contacts, distribution lists, and address books
Administer permissions, rules, policies, and security settings Manage databases and storage groups Optimize message
processing, logging, and anti-spam filtering Administer at the command line using Exchange Management Shell Configure
SMTP, connectors, links, and Edge subscriptions Manage mobile device features and client access Back up and restore
systems

Windows PowerShell Pocket Reference
This super-sized desktop reference combines two personal training guides in one convenient volume. Completely updated
for Windows Server 2016 RTM and covering all editions of the operating system. Over 250,000 words. Includes: Windows
Server 2016: Essentials for Administration Windows Server 2016: Server Infrastructure Inside you'll find expert insights, tips,
tricks and workarounds that will save time and help you get the job done by giving you the right information right now.
During the course of reading this book, you will master a number of complex topics, techniques, commands and functions.
Like the individual books themselves and all IT Pro Solutions books, this reference set will be updated periodically to keep
pace with the changes in Windows Server 2016. Pricing of this set is based on the MSRP of $29.99 for each ebook. From
time to time you may find introductory or sale pricing of the individual books. Topics covered include: Planning for Windows
Server 2016 and developing a deployment plan Using containers, virtualization and nano server Configuring server roles,
services and features Managing and troubleshooting Active Directory Creating and managing user, group and computer
accounts Monitoring and tuning performance Optimizing security settings, policies and templates Managing file services
and data storage Configuring file sharing Managing share permissions and auditing resource usage Using group policy for
administration Configuring and maintaining print services Deploying essential infrastructure services including DHCP and
DNS Maintaining and troubleshooting Windows Server 2016 And much, much more!!! Not only will this informative training
manual help you become familiar with essential concepts, it'll help you reach new levels of mastery. This is the ideal readyanswers reference you’ll want with you at all times. Table of Contents Chapter 1. Welcome to Windows Server 2016 Chapter
2. Working with Windows Servers Chapter 3. Configuring Server Settings Chapter 4. Understanding Active Directory Chapter
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5. Managing Active Directory Chapter 6. Maintaining Active Directory Chapter 7. Accounts: The Essentials Chapter 8.
Managing Account Policies Chapter 9. Creating Accounts Chapter 10. Working with Managed Accounts Chapter 11.
Managing Computers, Users and Groups Chapter 12. Maintaining Your Servers Chapter 13. Optimizing Server Performance
Chapter 14. Using Group Policy Chapter 15. Maintaining and Troubleshooting Group Policy Chapter 16. Optimizing Server
Security Chapter 17. Deploying Windows Server 2016 Chapter 18. Implementing TCP/IP Networking Chapter 19. Data
Storage: The Essentials Chapter 20. Partitioning and Optimizing Drives Chapter 21. Using TPM and BitLocker Drive
Encryption Chapter 22. Using Storage Spaces Chapter 23. Using RAID Chapter 24. Maintaining Partitions and Drives Chapter
25. Implementing File Sharing Chapter 26. Using Shadow Copies and Work Folders Chapter 27. Managing Permissions and
Auditing Chapter 28. Configuring Disk Quotas Chapter 29. Using Group Policy for Administration Chapter 30. Implementing
Print Services Chapter 31. Configuring and Maintaining Print Services Chapter 32. Implementing DHCP Chapter 33.
Managing and Maintaining DHCP Chapter 34. Implementing DNS Chapter 35. Managing and Maintaining DNS Thank you
readers for your years of support! Check the companion website for updates and details on extras. Your support of this
reference set will ensure that I can continue to refresh and expand it.

The Linux Command Line
Presents step-by-step instructions for a variety of time-saving techniques using the Windows command line, covering such
topics as scripting, working with the Registry, configuring and maintaining disks, managing computer accounts, and
administering network printers.

Windows Group Policy Administrator's Pocket Consultant
As the only complete reference for Windows command line utilities, this book take an in-depth look at the often-overlooked
utilities accessible through the command line in Windows Vista, 2003, XP, and 2000. You’ll learn to locate files, check
status, monitor systems, and save time by using scripts to automate time-consuming tasks. Plus, this is the only book on
the market with the complete set of Windows command line utilities—including the latest for Vista—and offers solutions
that will help increase your productivity.

Windows Server 2012 R2 Pocket Consultant Volume 1
Provides information on the day-to-day administration of ISA Server 2004.

Windows PowerShell Cookbook
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THE ONLY HANDS-ON, UP-TO-DATE GUIDE TO VBSCRIPT, THE WINDOWS COMMAND LINE, AND WINDOWS POWERSHELL
Windows 7 and Vista contain state-of-the-art tools for streamlining or automating virtually any system management task. If
you’re a power user, administrator, or developer, these tools can help you eliminate repetitive work and manage your
systems far more reliably and effectively. Renowned Windows expert Brian Knittel brings together the practical knowledge
you need to use all these tools, including VBScript and Windows Scripting Host (WSH), traditional batch files, the advanced
PowerShell command console, and more. Using plenty of examples, Knittel explains how each tool works, and how to solve
real-world problems with them. You’ll master techniques ranging from accessing files to manipulating the Registry, sending
automated emails to configuring new users. Knittel also provides concise, handy references to Windows 7/Vista’s command
line, GUI scripting, and object-based management tools. The only single-source guide to all leading methods of Windows
scripting and automation, this book will help you get far more done–in far less time! Understand Windows Scripting Host
(WSH) and the modern Windows scripting environment Script objects with VBScript, JScript, ActivePerl, and ActivePython
Read and write files, including XML and HTML files Manipulate programs and shortcuts Manage network, printer, and fax
connections Make the most of PowerShell under Windows 7 and Vista Monitor and administer Windows systems with
Windows Management Interface (WMI) Use ADSI to control Active Directory and Microsoft Exchange, and manage users
more efficiently Avoid mistakes that can compromise script security Use Windows’ debugging tools to test and troubleshoot
scripts Develop batch files that take full advantage of the command line Send faxes and email messages from scripts with
Windows Fax and Collaboration Data Objects (CDO) Deploy your scripts throughout your organization Brian Knittel has been
a software developer for more than 30 years. He has coauthored five titles in Que’s Special Edition Using series, covering
Microsoft Windows Vista, XP, and 2000. He is also author of Windows XP Under the Hood, and coauthor of Upgrading and
Repairing Windows (with Scott Mueller).

Microsoft Windows Command-line
Now updated for Windows Server 2008 R2, this practical, portable guide delivers ready answers for the day-to-day
administration of Windows Server 2008. It includes coverage of Windows Server 2008 R2 enhancements, including Hyper-V
with Live Migration, Direct Access Infrastructure, Branch Cache, Windows PowerShell 2.0, the new Active Directory console,
and more. Zero in on core support and administration tasks using quick-reference tables, instructions, and lists. You ll get
the focused information you need to solve problems and get the job done whether at your desk or in the field! Get fast facts
to: Set up server roles and deploy Windows Server 2008 Configure and maintain Active Directory Create user and group
accounts; control rights and permissions Manage file systems, drives, and RAID arrays Configure TCP/IP networking and
DHCP and DNS clients and servers Troubleshoot printers and print servers Monitor and tune network performance Prepare a
disaster plan; back up and restore servers
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Essential System Administration Pocket Reference
"The fast-answers, on-the-go guide to administering Microsoft Exchange Server 2007 with Service Pack 1. This pocket-sized
reference features concise tables, listings, and step-by-step instructions for concise, accurate answers on the
spot"--Resource description page.

Windows Server 2008 Administrator's Pocket Consultant
Portable and precise, this pocket-sized guide delivers ready answers for core configuration and administrative tasks in
Windows 8.1. Zero in on the essentials through quick-reference tables, instructions, and lists. You'll get the focused
information you need to save time and get the job done - whether at your desk or in the field. Coverage includes:
Configuring and optimizing Windows 8.1 computers Customizing the desktop and interface Configuring user and computer
policies Automating configuration Managing user access and security features Installing and maintaining programs
Managing hardware devices and drivers Handling maintenance and support tasks

Windows 8.1 Administration Pocket Consultant Essentials & Configuration
Unlock the secrets of the Terminal and discover how this powerful tool solves problems the Finder can’t handle. With this
handy guide, you’ll learn commands for a variety of tasks, such as killing programs that refuse to quit, renaming a large
batch of files in seconds, or running jobs in the background while you do other work. Get started with an easy-to-understand
overview of the Terminal and its partner, the shell. Then dive into commands neatly arranged into two dozen categories,
including directory operations, file comparisons, and network connections. Each command includes a concise description of
its purpose and features. Log into your Mac from remote locations Search and modify files in powerful ways Schedule jobs
for particular days and times Let several people use one Mac at the same time Compress and uncompress files in a variety
of formats View and manipulate Mac OS X processes Combine multiple commands to perform complex operations
Download and install additional commands from the Internet

Windows Server 2008 Server Core Administrator's Pocket Consultant
"Portable help for PowerShell scripters"--Cover.

Microsoft SQL Server 2012 Pocket Consultant
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Portable and precise, this pocket-sized guide delivers ready answers for administering your Server Core installation. Zero in
on essential support and maintenance tasks using quick-reference tables, instructions, and lists. You’ll get the focused
information you need to solve problems and get the job done—whether at your desk or in the field! Get fast facts to: Plan
your installation and perform initial configuration Deploy server roles and features Set up Active Directory Domain Services
and domain controllers Install, manage, and troubleshoot DHCP and DNS servers Manage IIS 7.0 roles, services, and
dependencies Implement File, Print, Hyper-V, streaming media, and other roles Administer services, devices, and processes
from the command line Configure and use remote-management tools Monitor, update, and maintain Server Core

Microsoft Windows Command-Line管理员必备指南/Microsoft Windows Command-Line administrator's
pocket consultant
If you're a Unix system administrator, then the information you need every day just to get your job done could fill a book--a
very large book. But, practically speaking, you don't want to stop and thumb through a weighty volume each time a
problem arises. Your answer is the Essential System Administration Pocket Reference, the only system administration
reference that fits in your pocket. Concise and easy-to-use, this little book is the portable companion to the classic Essential
System Administration by AEleen Frisch.The Essential System Administration Pocket Reference is a quick reference to all
the fundamental and essential tasks required to run such divergent Unix systems as Solaris, Linux, AIX, BSD, SuSe, Red Hat,
and more. Beginners and experienced administrators alike will quickly be able to apply its principles and advice to solve
everyday problems. The book is divided into three parts: Commands, Syntax and Their Applications, Configuration Files and
Formats, and Operating System Specific Information. The information in this book is a must-have for any administrator or
user of a Unix system.O'Reilly's Pocket References have become a favorite among technology professionals everywhere. By
providing a wealth of important details in a concise, well-organized format, these handy books deliver just what you need to
complete the task at hand. When you've reached a sticking point and need to get to a solution quickly, the new Essential
System Administration Pocket Reference is the book you'll want to have.
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